STUDY FLOODED IN ARIZONA FOR HIGH SCHOOL CREDIT

12-DAY SHORT COURSE ON THE FOUNDATIONS OF SCIENCE

Multiple Sessions Offered Annually

In northern Arizona For high schoolers ages 14-18

Taught by Dr. Jeff Miller (author of Flooded and Science vs. Evolution)

To Register for the course or get more information, email: CRP@apologeticspress.org

*The CLASSES ARE CONTINGENT UPON the number of students who wish to participate.

Cost per student: $2,300
QUOTES FROM PREVIOUS STUDENTS:

“This has truly been one of the most fun weeks of my entire life. I feel so much more prepared and fired up to teach the truth.”

“I actually enjoyed science (which I didn’t know was possible for me). I didn’t know that this could be science and it could be fun and interesting.”

“Before I started this class I was a little doubtful about some things but through studying the Flooded book and attending classes and seeing all these things I’ve never felt more sure and confident in my faith.”

• What if your high schoolers could LEARN about the biblical Flood and the true foundations of science from an AP Ph.D. Creation field scientist?

• What if they could SEE with their own eyes famous geological sites and LEARN how they support the Bible’s account of the Flood? The GRAND CANYON, PETRIFIED FOREST/PAINTED DESERT, METEOR CRATER, SP CRATER VOLCANO, GRAND CANYON CAVERNS, and other locations

• And what if students could get HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE CREDIT while doing so?

To Be Added to the E-mail List for More Information, E-mail CRP@apologeticspress.org